C o n f e r e n c e

Fellow Oklahoma SCAUGers:
Thank you for attending the Eighth Annual Oklahoma South Central Arc User
Conference! The Steering Committee has devoted a lot of time & energy into
making this conference one of the best ones yet with knowledgeable
speakers, pertinent information, wonderful vendors, & great food! We strive
to make each conference as informative & up-to-date as possible.
We would like to thanks our vendors for helping to support the conference by
being exhibitors, advertisers & sponsors. Take time throughout the day to
check out their various GIS products & services they offer. We especially
want to say "THANKS" to Western Data Systems & Devon Energy for
sponsoring our meals, SCI for donating a copy of ArcGIS for the Vendor Bingo
Prize & UpTime, Isilon Systems & ESRI for donating our wonderful door prizes.
Remember to turn in your Salary Survey & Conference Survey to get your
SCAUG goodies at the Registration Table & vote for your favorite Map in the
Map Poster Contest! We are also doing something new this year called the
"Where in Oklahoma Contest". Guess the town represented on the map for a
chance to win a great SCAUG prize package. We hope you enjoy yourself &
make some new friends. Have a wonderful, information-filled day today at
the OK SCAUG Conference!
Sincerely,
The 2005 Oklahoma SCAUG Steering Committee
Melissa Baldwin, ACOG
Charles Brady, City of Ardmore
Kate Burch, Topographic Mapping Company
Esther Goldsmith, OK Department of Agriculture, Food, & Forestry
Ray Hardy, House of Representatives
Kevin Koon, Devon Energy Corporation
Julie Parker, The Benham Companies
Mike Sughru, Oklahoma Water Resources Board
Shellie Willoughby, Oklahoma Conservation Commission
Scott Woodruff, City of Norman
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K e y n o t e

S p e a k e r

Christopher Cappelli
ESRI, Inc.
380 New York Street
Redlands, CA 92373

Christopher Cappelli currently serves as a Director of ESRI, Inc., &
oversees domestic sales (both direct & indirect channels) & the
worldwide business partner program. From 1999 to 2004 he was
the Regional Manager of ESRI’s office in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. Prior to that Chris served as a Consultant in ESRI’s
Charlotte, North Carolina office where he managed projects
involving the design & development of solutions. Prior to joining
ESRI he worked as a GIS Analyst at a large photogrammetric
mapping company. Chris is currently serving on the board for the
Penn State’s online masters of geographic information systems
degree program. Chris has a BS degree from the Pennsylvania
State University in Geography with an emphasis on geographic
information systems.
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H a l l

M a p

U s e r
Title:

P r e s e n t a t i o n s

ArcView Editing with ArcGIS Server via XML Web Services by Genaro L.
Garcia, Jr., City of Oklahoma City

Abstract: The City of Oklahoma City has 17 ArcInfo & 25 ArcView licenses at this
time. With the increasing number of Departments maintaining their
own data, we are utilizing all our ArcInfo licenses. The solution is to use
our ArcView licenses for light editing through the ArcServer via XML
Web Services. This presentation will outline the processes & the
benefits.

Title:

Linking Oklahoma Congenital Heart Defects (CHD) with Environmental
Hazards Data by Elizabeth Kruger & Kay Pearson, Oklahoma State
Department of Health, Hub Baggett & Monty Elder, Oklahoma
Department of Environmental Quality

Abstract: Congenital Heart Defect (CHD) is believed to be caused by both genetic
factors & environmental factors. Environmental hazard exposures
associated with congenital heart defects include trichloroethylene,
tetrachloroethylene, benzene, heavy metals, dioxins, & pesticides. The
objective of this project is to determine relationships between
congenital heart defects & environmental hazards.

Title:

Introduction to the Web Atlas of Oklahoma, by David Dill & Nelson
Dobbs, Department of Cartography & Geography, ECU

Abstract: A new thematic atlas of Oklahoma has been constructed by faculty &
students in the Department of Cartography & Geography at East
Central University. Its subject matter incorporates a wide range of
both human & natural phenomenon important to the understanding of
defining Oklahoma as a place. State maps are being used to show
parochial geographic patterns, with an integration of U.S. maps to
depict how Oklahoma compares & contrasts nationwide. The product is
web-based, meaning it is architectured to be viewed using a web
browser such as Netscape or Internet Explorer. The atlas is designed to
appear like a hardbound book, whereby a pc mouse acts as the user’s
"hand" to turn pages & reference topics via a table of contents or
index. While the atlas spatially portrays subjects utilizing traditional
cartographic forms such as choropheth, isarithmic, dot, & proportional
symbol maps, its computerized mode of delivery enables user
interactivity not possible with a hardcopy format. Many of these
interactive capabilities will be demonstrated during this presentation.
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U s e r
Title:

P r e s e n t a t i o n s

GIS & the Development of the 2030 Oklahoma City Area Regional
Transportation Study (OCARTS) Plan by John Sharp, ACOG

Abstract: Central Oklahoma’s highways, skyways, bikeways, bus routes, railroads
& truck corridors provide mobility for more than a million people, &
serves as a crossroads for the state & national economy. Planning for
the future transportation system requires a comprehensive plan built
on analysis of historical conditions & future goals, involvement of
residents, & consideration of all transportation modes. Development of
the 2030 OCARTS Plan began with the assessment of current conditions
& identification of anticipated needs. GIS compatible computer models
assisted in replicating future traffic demand on the regional street &
highway network. GIS tools were also used to depict other modes of
transportation such as bike paths & public transit routes.
The
presentation will discuss methods & data layers required by GIS-based
population & employment growth allocation models.

Title:

Using GIS to Empower Planning Departments by Carrie Landgraf,
Geographic Information Services, Inc.

Abstract: Explore how GIS is used in planning departments to automate &
streamline a lot of the repetitive tasks. This presentation will focus on
two ArcGIS extensions built specifically for planners. First we will look
at how GIS is used for managing land use & zoning workflows in a
typical planning office. Using a zoning case management system to
manage the entire case cycle, from identifying parcels, automated
merging of data, to generating notification documents. Using a
custom GIS tool we will look at simulating parcel-level buildout that
conforms to a municipality’s environment & zoning constraints, as well
as identify better ways for existing development to improve its use of
the land.

Title:
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Using Locarta AVL, Map Objects, & ArcIMS To Track City Vehicle
Locations, by Chris Ksepka, City of Oklahoma City

Abstract: The City of Oklahoma City purchased AVL services to track the
locations of 26 City vehicles. Their location data is stored in an Access
database which is compatible with the City's existing GIS. This allows
us to leverage Map Objects to transform that data into an ESRI shape
file. ArcIMS then makes vehicle locations available to users across our
intranet. Travel maps & location reports for individual vehicles are
produced using ArcMap & Access. This presentation will detail the steps
used to setup this system, plus the benefits of having it in place.
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U s e r
Title:

P r e s e n t a t i o n s

Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal by James Mallory, OK County
Assessors Office

Abstract: To integrate our public access system & our CAMA system (Computer
Assisted Mass Appraisal), with our GIS data inside our ArcIms site. To
provide user friendly applications allowing our users to access &
output GIS layers, orthophotos, assessment data, ownership
information, building attributes, property descriptions, sales data &
more.
Title:

GIS: A New Tool for Oklahoma’s Rural Health by Chad E. Landgraf,
Oklahoma State University, Center for Health Sciences

Abstract: The responsibilities of the Oklahoma State Office of Rural Health & the
Oklahoma Rural Health Policy & Research Center are to increase
patient access to quality healthcare in rural areas, support the
economic viability of rural hospitals & support doctors, nurses & other
healthcare providers practicing in rural Oklahoma. To accomplish these
goals, both agencies help shape legislation & policy generated at the
local, state, & federal levels, & they also provide direct assistance to
various stakeholders including local communities & healthcare
organizations. These initiatives rely upon a wide-range of spatial &
non-spatial data, often derived from disparate sources. The utilization
of GIS-based technologies represents a logical progression as the need
for more sophisticated data analyses, integration, & manipulation
methodologies continues to grow. This presentation will provide a brief
synopsis of how both agencies are currently utilizing GIS in their dayto-day operations, & how GIS will influence future research & outreach
endeavors.
Title:

Isilon Systems is the premier provider of intelligent clustered digital
storage systems. We provide customers high-performance network
digital storage systems that deliver unmatched reliability, scalability,
simplicity and performance.

UpTime is a technology solutions partner for midsize and large
enterprises. We'll help you leverage technology to achieve your business
objectives one solution at a time.

Building a GIS Complete©: An Example from the City of Owasso by Eric
Jones, SCI

Abstract: The implementation of a GIS for any organization can be daunting.
From the initial needs assessment to the final implementation, the
process of constructing an effective & appropriate GIS database
requires many man-hours & a high level of expertise. GIS Complete© is
a solution to this problem. Designed to help municipalities develop an
enterprise GIS, GIS Complete© provides a hosted solution, freeing the
municipality from data creation/maintenance, increased IT
hardware/software & personnel requirements. The municipality can
focus on using the data instead of creating, housing & maintaining it.
We will present the conceptual overview of GIS Complete© &
demonstrate its success with a case study of the City of Owasso.
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The Advanced Spatial Technologies (AST) Locate, Anticipate, Maintain & Secure
(LAMS)© asset management software is designed to enhance the field workers’
experience in asset management. Our programmers have a twenty-five year
history in interviewing managers for needs analysis, & then interviewing the
actual workers to build easy-to-use applications that intuitively support the
actual workflow of the job while providing sophisticated communications &
management reporting capability. Our experience indicates when workers
understand the software application, it is easy to use, & it fits their workflow
they will actually input the data necessary to give management the accurate
reports they need for effective planning.
Panasonic Toughbook Premier Partner/Toughbook Vendor Partner provides the
most rugged field laptop computers currently available. These computers can
host the GPS marking & location function as well as the AST Asset management
software for field use. Our favorites for field operations are the new Mark 4 CF29. We are both Toughbook Vendor Partners & Toughbook Panasonic Premier
Partners. We are the only locally based Toughbook reseller partner in Oklahoma.

Labeling Tips & Tricks – Ray Hardy
ArcView labels
Annotation within ArcMap
Annotation within the Geodatabase
Creating dynamic annotation with scripts
Maplex labels
Adobe Illustrator cleaning up a good map

Title:

The Database Connection - Sara Cobb
Issues related to joining & relating tables in ArcGIS

Title:

GPS Issues – Julie Parker
Accuracy
Postprocessing
Data types
GPS Extension
GPS Toolbar
Bringing in GPS data to ArcView
Digital photos & GPS

E S R I
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S e s s i o n s

Title:

3M Dynatel Business Partner provides the 3M Dynatel Radio Frequency ID marking
system. This device is used in conjunction with one of the sub-meter/sub-foot
GPS handheld units to precisely pinpoint hard to find underground assets. 3M has
provided us with a Dynatel Locator unit & a supply of the RFID Marker Balls. They
have also asked us to compete the device interface between the Dynatel Locator
system & the Trimble & Thales GPS Devices. To this end they are providing us with
Dynamic Link Libraries (dll’s) to the locator devices for a direct communication
link to our software control & the GPS devices. We are 3M Dynatel Partners.

Freedom Paper is the internet-based sales and service leader for wide-format
supplies, including plotter paper, ink cartridges, and HP DesignJet plotters. We are
a small, woman-owned company and are dedicated to building lasting
relationships with our customers. We offer our customers a broad range of high
quality large format products and the expertise on how best to use them.
Because we test nearly all of the products we sell, we know what works and can
save you valuable time and money. We specialize in wide-format media and
supplies from Kodak/Encad, HP, Epson, and Dietzgen for your HP DesignJet or other
inkjet plotter. We also carry ink cartridges for most plotters. You can find all our
products online at www.freedompaper.com or you can call toll-free 1-866-3103335 for outstanding service.

B r e a k o u t

T e c h n i c a l

S e s s i o n s

Title:

What's New in ArcGIS - An overview of what is new at 9.1 & what is
coming down the road for 9.2

Title:

ArcIMS Performance Tips & Trick - Setting up, Configuring & Managing
an ArcIMS web site for optimal performance

Title:

Editing in ArcGIS - Useful tips & tricks for working with editing tools
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P o s t e r
Title:

Abstract:

P r e s e n t a t i o n s

Mapping Plant Species In Space & Time Using Data Obtained From Herbarium
Specimens, by P.H.C. Crawford & B.W. Hoagland, Oklahoma Biological Survey &
Dept of Geography, OU
Ecologists want to understand the temporal & spatial dynamics of invasive
species. In several studies, researchers have used information from herbarium
specimens to map species spread. Many have found difficulties working with
data from herbarium specimens because of changes in the intensity of floristic
research over time. The objective of this study was to: map the increase in
abundance & spatial spread of invasive species over time in Oklahoma using
herbarium specimens & explore methods of eliminating herbarium collection
bias. Data came from the Oklahoma Vascular Plants Database (OVPD) which
contains information on all Oklahoma plant collections housed in the major
herbaria of Oklahoma. We compared the accumulative number of collections of
invasive species to the set of non-invasive species over time to determine the
rate of species invasion. Invasive species maps were made by assigning
Township & Range (9.66 x 9.66 km block) for each specimen based on location
information in the OVPD. Mapping was hindered by lack of information
associated with collections. 27% of specimens were unmappable due to missing
locations or dates. Using the chosen techniques & of the species we examined
only Tamarix spp. appears to be invasive over the last 90 years. However, our
results indicate there were several periods during which invasive species
disproportionately increased in abundance. In future research other problems
inherent in herbarium data also need to be addressed such as: misidentification
of specimens; “weedy” species typically ignored by botanists; & geographic
collecting bias. The methods we implemented were originally developed in
regions of a long period of intense floristic collection (Europe). Oklahoma has a
relatively short botanical history punctuated by few substantial collecting
efforts.

Title:

Streamlined Sales Tax Project by Scott March, Geo Information Systems, OU

Abstract:

Oklahoma is one of forty-four states that are participating in a “Streamlined
Sales Tax” project designed to radically simplify sales & use tax systems
across the country. One component of that initiative involves a change to
calculate these taxes based on point of delivery rather than point of sale, &
that requires the ability to identify the sales tax jurisdiction for any given
delivery address…and that requires a GIS application. Where are the sales tax
jurisdictional boundaries? What addresses are within any given jurisdiction?
How can that information be linked to all of the nearly 700,000 9-digit zip
codes for the state, which is a requirement of the national Streamlined Sales
Tax standard? Geo Information Systems has worked with the Oklahoma Tax
Commission to develop the data system required to provide this functionality
for Oklahoma. This poster provides an overview of the steps that have been
taken to make that program successful.
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Pinnacle Mapping Technologies, Inc., a woman-owned & veteran-owned small business,
provides a broad range of photogrammetric & GIS services to clients in the private & public
sectors. Our biggest strength is our people. Nearly half of Pinnacle's staff has served in
senior management at larger mapping companies across the United States. We have seen
what works & what does not; what emerging technologies to embrace & which ones to avoid.
The net result is a small, dynamic company that can change its production very easily
without distraction from corporate objectives or bureaucracy. At Pinnacle, we bring
together our large company technical knowledge base within a smaller organization. Our
customers feel like they are working with a large company that is in tune with quality
assurance & customer satisfaction, they receive first-rate mapping products & they spend
only a fraction of the cost a large company would charge for those services. Pinnacle’s
staff includes ASPRS Certified Photogrammetrists, GISCI Certified GIS Professionals,
Professional Land Surveyors, as well as numerous experienced Stereoplotter Compilers,
Digital Orthophoto Technicians, Digital Cartographers, GIS/CAD Analysts & most
importantly, a team dedicated to product Quality Assurance. Our staff is committed to
customer satisfaction in every regard & to delivering high quality, easy-to-use geospatial
data products.
Services:
- Aerial Photography (Digital & Frame)
- GeoDatabase Design & Migration
- LiDAR Acquisition & Processing
- Film Scanning & Aerial Triangulation
- Mapping-related Geodetic Survey Services
- Digital Orthophotography
- Topographic & Planimetric Feature Extraction
- GIS Implementation Planning
- Web-GIS Application Development & Implementation
- GIS & CAD Data Modeling
Ryan King
8021 Knue Road, Suite 113
Indianapolis, IN 46250

Phone: 317-585-2011
Fax: 317-585-2014
http://www.pinnaclemapping.com/
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P o s t e r
Aerial Data Service, Inc. is one of the largest full-service photogrammetric firms in the
Midwest. With offices in Tulsa, Oklahoma, & Austin, Texas, ADS provides photogrammetric
mapping services to hundreds of engineering firms & governmental agencies across the
country.

Title:

Developing Oklahoma’s Comprehensive Wildlife Conservation Strategy By
Using Arcgis, by Julianne Whitaker Hoagland, Oklahoma Department of Wildlife
Conservation

Abstract:

In order to receive federal funds through the State Wildlife Grants program,
Congress charged each state & territory with developing a state
Comprehensive Wildlife Conservation Strategy (CWCS). These strategies will
outline species & habitat priorities & the actions needed to conserve them. Six
elements required to be included in the strategies are 1) information on the
distribution of low & declining species that are indicative of the diversity &
health of Oklahoma’s wildlife; 2) descriptions of locations & relative condition
of key wildlife habitats & vegetation community types essential to the
conservation of identified species; 3) descriptions of problems which may
adversely affect wildlife species identified or their habitats; 4) descriptions of
conservation actions determined to be necessary to conserve the identified
species & habitats; 5) proposed plans for monitoring; & 6) review procedures.
The Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation used ArcGIS to develop
layers of existing wildlife & habitat information to assist in the development
of the CWCS on a regional level. The Shortgrass Prairie Region is presented
here as an example of the process & final product under development in the
CWCS.

Title:

The City Of Norman Greenbelt Taskforce, Citizen Committee Uses Geographic
Information System To Produce Greenbelt Recommendations by Scott
Woodruff, City of Norman

Our professional services include aerial photography acquisition; airborne GPS (ABGPS) &
inertial measuring unit (IMU) data collection; LiDAR data collection & editing; ground control;
conventional & GPS surveys; photo lab processing; analytical aerotriangulation;
photogrammetric mapping; digital terrain modeling (DTM); digital elevation modeling (DEM);
digital orthophotos; Geographic Information Systems (GIS) services; & ground based laser
scanning for 3-D modeling & as-built mapping.
Cliff Mefford
Aerial Data Service, Inc.
8301 E. 51st Street, Suite 100
Tulsa, OK 74145

Phone: 918.622.4144
Toll-Free: 800.888.9163
Fax: 918.622.4119
http://www.aerialdata.com

Western Data Systems is an Authorized Trimble Dealer & our only business is supplying GPS &
GPS related products. We do this in several ways.
1.

2.

3.

We are a direct seller of Trimble GPS products in Texas, Arkansas & Oklahoma. We
can supply the entire Trimble line of GPS Survey, Mapping & Seismic Products,
Training, Technical Support & all Accessories your crew might need. With offices in
Houston, Dallas & San Antonio & Austin, you have a GPS professional within close
proximity to you at all times.
We offer fully integrated GPS based Hydrographic systems anywhere in the United
States, complete with training & support.
We have one of the largest Trimble GPS rental pools in the world. This equipment is
available to a worldwide customer base. If your rental needs are for as little as
one day or as long as one year, Western Data Systems can meet your needs.
There are no other GPS rental companies that can combine the amount of
equipment we have available with the technical support we can & do provide our
customers.

Gary Smith
1620 N. I 35E STE.310
Carrollton, TX 75006

Toll Free (877) 902-8112
www.westerndatasystems.com
gary@westerndatasystems.com

P r e s e n t a t i o n s

Abstract:

The City of Norman 2020 Land use Plan called for the establishment of a
Greenbelt System. The Norman City Council established the Norman Greenbelt
Task Force to create a Greenbelt System Plan for the City of Norman. The
task force, made up of approximately 30 Norman citizens, was given the task
of gathering & examining information regarding the best ways to create &
develop a Norman Greenbelt System & make recommendations to the Norman
City Council. The task force was aided by City of Norman GIS staff in locating
high priority areas for inclusion in the Greenbelt System. Available G.I.S. data
was used to locate parcels that matched the selection criteria provided by
the task force.

These include parcels owned by municipal, institutional, or

government organizations, parcels in the flood plain, parcels with significant
soil types, & parcels with streams & riparian corridors.
multiple criteria were given a higher priority.

Parcels that met

The Greenbelt Task Force then

used selected areas to link established parks, bike paths, & recreational areas,
to form recommended Greenbelt routes. The Greenbelt Task Force presented
their recommendations to the Norman City Council & Greenbelt areas can now
be given special consideration in future conservation & planning projects.
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P o s t e r
Title:

P r e s e n t a t i o n s

Distribution, Knowledge, & Demographics of Wind Power in Oklahoma by
Stephanie A. Buway, Oklahoma Wind Power Initiative

Abstract: The wind power industry is developing quickly here in the state of Oklahoma.
Nearly all electric providers offer a way to purchase this renewable energy. For
example, OG&E has their WindPower Program, OEC makes available the purchase
of Renewable Energy Certificates, and Western Farmer’s Electric Cooperative
purchases and uses wind power from Blue Canyon Wind Farm. The Oklahoma Wind
Power Initiative would like to show the distribution and demographics of those
who receive their electricity from some of these programs.
The knowledge of wind power is also a fast spreading issue in Oklahoma. It is
hard to find an Oklahoma resident who has not seen or heard about the wind
turbines being constructed in the west. We want to show how the knowledge of
wind power is distributed as well by using our database of Oklahoma
WindCharger subscribers.

Title:

Emergency Management Planning With GIS by Chris Hill, Meshek & Associates

Abstract:

Emergency management is an important part of any community’s
infrastructure.
Recently, Hurricane Katrina has reminded all of us how
important it is to prepare for natural disasters. Metropolitan Tulsa is safe from
the direct destructive force of a hurricane but is vulnerable to wind & rain from
remnants of hurricanes in addition to Oklahoma’s own severe storm season.
With many of the communities along the Arkansas River near Tulsa protected by
levees similar to those that were designed to handle the flooding in New Orleans,
could a similar situation happen near Tulsa? Cities such as Jenks, Bixby, & Sand
Springs are examples of communities protected by levees that are subject to
failure from flooding during significant weather disasters. As recently as 1986,
the Arkansas River, monitored by Keystone Dam, flooded its banks & most of
Tulsa, including those towns with levees. Should an event like this occur again,
how would local emergency managers respond to the potential loss of life &
property?
Today’s emergency managers have the tool of GIS available to them for
scenario development & disaster planning. Using flood modeling techniques, the
expanse & extent of flooding can be mapped & employed to protect citizens &
from deadly flooding disasters. The objective of this poster is to use GIS to
provide a visual flooding disaster scenario for the city of Sand Springs. Levees
protect most of Sand Springs from the Arkansas River flooding during normal
rain events & even flooding up to the ‘100-year’ storm. Using visualization
through GIS, events such as levee failure & storm flooding that exceeds the ‘100
year’ storm will be surveyed. The city of Sand Springs will be able to use the
model to determine the extent of flooding & be able to utilize it for strategy in
the event of a major storm event.
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PBS&J is an employee owned full-service organization. The firm offers four major
service areas: transportation engineering & design, environmental sciences,
construction management, & land management, & land planning/development.
The multidisciplinary nature of PBS&J allows the organization to offer the
required expertise for any project.
PBS&J’s Information Solutions (IS) Division, part of the Environmental Engineering
Service Area, was specifically created to address the information management
needs of their clients through the innovative use of technology. The IS division
provides Geographic Information Systems (GIS), database design & management,
& web site development services. PBS&J’s GIS services focus on needs analysis,
data analysis, & application development.
PBS&J is ranked 21st among Engineering News Record’s list of top 500 engineering
design firms in the United States. PBS&J has 70 offices worldwide & over 3,700
employees. Their clients include many cities, counties, federal & state regulatory
agencies, airports, & private as well as foreign entities. The firm’s history of
completing jobs on time, within budget & in a professional manner accounts for
much of PBS&J’s repeat business.
PBS&J – Dallas
Kiran Darapureddy
18383 Preston Road, Suite 500
Dallas, Texas 75252

Phone: (972) 818-7275
Toll-free: (888) 649-7275
Fax: (972) 380-2609
http://www.pbsj.com

The Benham Companies, Inc. (Benham) is a privately held firm that specializes in
architecture, engineering, & DesignBuild. Established in 1909, Benham is a
solutions-focused company that provides a full range of services to private &
public sector clients.
Benham is distinguished from much of the competition by the diversity of the
services offered including: architectural & engineering, environmental consulting,
systems engineering & integration, advanced communication systems, GIS
services, performance contracting, project consulting & development, & a variety
of specialized consulting services. Benham maintains a staff of over 700
professionals in 14 offices nationwide & is based in Oklahoma City, OK.
Julie A. Parker
GIS Coordinator
The Benham Companies, Inc.
3700 W. Robinson, Suite 200
Norman, OK 73072-3639

405.701.3125 (office)
405.627.6158 (mobile)
405.364.1708 (fax)
Julie.Parker@benham.com
http://www.benham.com
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Strategic Consulting International is a full service consulting firm providing
services to public & private sector clients in the following areas: Geographic
Information Systems (GIS), Information Management, Knowledge management, &
Hosted/Managed GIS solutions, Internet Support, Global Positioning Systems
(GPS), Training & Program Management.
We have a record of completing successful projects in the United States &
internationally. As one of the leading providers of GIS in the United States, SCI
offers a full range of services, from initial feasibility studies through application
& database development to full implementation & systems management. SCI
maintains a unique portfolio of qualifications from the Environmental Systems
Research Institute, Inc. (ESRI) & Trimble Navigation Limited. These qualifications
include ESRI business partner, authorized reseller & certified training statuses. SCI
is also an authorized Trimble GPS system reseller & carry the full line of Trimble
GPS mapping products.
Tulsa Office
1323 E. 71st St., Suite 102
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74136
Phone: (918) 481-0034
Fax: (918) 388-0587
Email: sales@scigis.com
Contact: Eric Jones

Oklahoma City
Phone: (405) 755-0059
Email: bspringer@scigis.com
Contact: Bob Springer

P r e s e n t a t i o n s

Title:

Getting Dirty With GPS & GIS by Michael Disney, Department of Geography, OSU

Abstract:

Mrs. Swart’s 2nd, 6th & 7th hour Environmental Science classes at Hennessey High
School used GIS (Geographic Information Systems) & GPS (Global Positioning
Systems) technologies provided by RAISE & Oklahoma State University to
enhance laboratory experiments in the classroom. While studying soil formation
& classification, the students conducted their own soil analysis project. They
mapped sample sites with different soils in class & then set out to test each of
the sites to determine soil texture, pH, & drainage rates on their own. Upon
completing their experiments, the students compared their results with preexisting data for each of the sample sites. When their results did not agree with
pre-existing data they were forced to think outside the box & discuss why their
results, as well as the pre-existing data, could in fact both be correct.

Title:

Trash It! GIS/GPS Integration For Community Change by Brad W. Watkins & Mike
Larson, Department of Geography, OSU

Abstract:

Students in science at Perkins-Tryon Intermediate School are receiving firsthand knowledge of geospatial technology for real-world problem solving. As
part of a unit on the environment & recycling in a 6th grade life science class,
students participating in the Rural Alliance for Improving Science Education
(RAISE) program set out to clean up their campus by creating a map of litter.
They used GPS technology to record locations of litter & trash receptacles,
brought the data into ArcView 3.3, & analyzed the map to develop a relocation
plan of trash receptacles on campus. The goal was to place receptacles at
strategic locations around campus based on high-traffic & low-traffic areas in
an effort to minimize litter & beautify their campus. Their efforts paid off as
their principal agreed to rearrange the receptacles based on information
presented by students.

Moore Norman Technology Center has been providing high school students &
adults the opportunity to receive quality career & technology education for more
than 25 years. Through full-time education & short-term training programs, our
goal is to help individuals & businesses succeed. MNTC is one of 29 technology
centers in Oklahoma. Established in 1972, MNTC has gained a national reputation
as a premiere technology center offering education that meets the needs of
career & college bound students. More than 20,000 people attend classes,
workshops, seminars & conferences annually. Students choose from 26 long-term
career programs & more than 500 short-term class subjects. & through
agreements with Oklahoma City Community College, OSU-OKC, Rose State
College & Seminole State College, MNTC students are able to learn technical skills
while they earn college credit.
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S p o n s o r

-

S i l v e r

Western Data Systems is an Authorized Trimble Dealer & our only business is
supplying GPS & GPS related products. We do this in several ways.
1.

2.
3.

We are a direct seller of Trimble GPS products in Texas, Arkansas & Oklahoma.
We can supply the entire Trimble line of GPS Survey, Mapping & Seismic
Products, Training, Technical Support & all Accessories your crew might need.
With offices in Houston, Dallas & San Antonio & Austin, you have a GPS
professional within close proximity to you at all times.
We offer fully integrated GPS based Hydrographic systems anywhere in the
United States, complete with training & support.
We have one of the largest Trimble GPS rental pools in the world. This
equipment is available to a worldwide customer base. If your rental needs
are for as little as one day or as long as one year, Western Data Systems can
meet your needs. There are no other GPS rental companies that can combine
the amount of equipment we have available with the technical support we
can & do provide our customers.
Gary Smith
1620 N. I 35E STE.310
Carrollton, TX 75006

L u n c h

We've been servicing contractors and municipalities since 1970. Improved
Construction Methods, Inc. is the name of our company and that name suggests
our main objective, which is to provide the surveyor, construction contractor or
municipality with innovative and productive construction tools, equipment and
methods of construction. We are pioneers, always on the leading edge of
Construction Technology, Always! Not only are we committed to offering the
latest and best construction methods and equipment, we are also committed to
giving the best quality and service good people can give.
Our Sales representatives don't mind wading the mud and water to jobsites
providing you with the quality equipment you find displayed on our web site. We
provide service and rental on most products we sell. Our Service department
provides quality repair service on ALL Brands of Surveying Instruments, Pipe
Lasers, Rotating Lasers, Gas Detectors and Pipe Locators.
Pat White
Phone: 1-405-235-2609
ICM Oklahoma City Branch
Fax: 1-405-235-2610
http://www.improvedconstructionmethods.com

Toll Free (877) 902-8112
www.westerndatasystems.com
gary@westerndatasystems.com

S p o n s o r

-

P l a t i n u m

Devon Energy Corporation is the largest U.S.-based independent oil and gas
producer and one of the largest independent processors of natural gas and
natural gas liquids in North America. The company's portfolio of oil and gas
properties provides stable, environmentally responsible production and a
platform for future growth. About 86 percent of Devon's production is from North
America. The company also operates in selected international areas, including
Brazil, West Africa, the Middle East and China. The company's production mix is
about 60 percent natural gas and 40 percent oil and natural gas liquids, such as
propane, butane and ethane. Devon produces 2.3 billion cubic feet of natural gas
each day, about 3 percent of all the gas consumed in North America.
Headquartered in Oklahoma City, Devon has approximately 4,000 employees
worldwide. Devon is a Fortune 500 company and is included in the S&P 500 Index.
Its common shares trade on the New York Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol
DVN.
Kevin Koon
Devon Energy Corporation
Sr. GIS Specialist
20 North Broadway
Central Land / GIS
Oklahoma City, OK 73102
kevin.koon@dvn.com
405-228-8390
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Stewart Geo Technologies, Inc. (SGT) is a professional services organization
dedicated to providing geospatial solutions to agencies engaged in the design,
construction & management of public infrastructure systems. Structured to
accommodate time-critical & technically demanding projects, SGT supports its
clientele with a broad range of geospatial technologies encompassing
photogrammetry & geographic information systems.
A wholly owned subsidiary of Stewart Title Company, SGT has provided mapping
services for almost a half century. SGT offers the following services:

- Aerial Photography
- Aerial Triangulation
- AM/FM/GIS
- Application Development
- Application Service Provider
- Digital Orthophotography
- Digitizing
- Digital Terrain Modeling
- GIS Application Development
Roger L. Stack, C.P.
5730 NW Parkway, #500
San Antonio, Texas 78249

- GIS Consulting
- GIS Database Creation
- GIS Implementation & Training
- GPS Surveys
- Image Plots
- Parcel Mapping
- Remote Sensing
- Vector Land Base Mapping

rstack@stewart.com
Tel: 210.684.2147 x 3104
Fax: 210.641.2085
www.stewartgeotech.com
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8th Annual Oklahoma SCAUG Conference Agenda
07:30
08:25
08:30
10:00

Registration opens with Vendor Exhibits - Dining Area
W e lco me - Ope ning Ke yno te Bre akfast with C hristo phe r C appe lli, ES R I
ESRI Doctors Office - Dining Area (all Day)

10:00
10:45

Vendor Break - Visit with Vendors & Vendor Bingo
Use r Pre se ntatio ns

W ill Roge rs Room

W ile y Post Room

De we y Bartle tt Room

10:45
11:15

Genaro L. Garcia, Jr. - City of OKC

Elizabeth Kruger - OK State Department of
Health

David Dill & Nelson Dobbs - Department of
Cartography & Geography, ECU

11:20
11:50

James Mallory - OK County Assessors Office

Chad E. Landgraf - OSU, Center for Health
Sciences

Eric Jones - SCI

11:55
12:25

John Sharp - ACOG

Carrie Landgraf - Geographic Information
Services, Inc

Chris Ksepka - City of OKC

12:30
01:45

Lu nch/ Po ste r C o mpe titio n - North Dining Are a
Te chnical Bre ak Ou t S e ssio ns

01:45
02:40

W ill Roge rs Room

W ile y Post Room

De we y Bartle tt Room

Labeling Tips & Tricks
Ray Hardy

The Database Connection
Sara Cobb

GPS Issues
Julie Parker

ES RI T e chnical S e ssio ns

W ill Roge rs Room
02:45
03:30
03:35
04:20
04:25
05:00

W ile y Post Room

De we y Bartle tt Room

ArcIMS Performance Tips & Tricks

Whats New in 9.1

Editing in ArcGIS

ArcIMS Performance Tips & Tricks

Whats New in 9.2

Editing in ArcGIS

C lo sing Re marks and Prize Give aways - S e minar Room

